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Opening messages  
 

We are proud to share with you the Annual Report for 2019. At a busy time for the European, space 

sector, we will report on the interregional collaboration, political dialogue and main activities 

developed by Alentejo Europe Initiative, while providing you with an outlook for the future. 

 

 

 

 

Roberto Grilo, President of Alentejo 

Supporting the Alentejo regional representation in Brussels is 

significant for different reasons: Alentejo excels in culture, 

innovation and governance; Alentejo is an reliable partner to 

share innovation with; Alentejo is open to the future and to 

cooperate with its fellow regions in facing the major challenges 

of European future. Alentejo does even better in cooperation. 

This is the main orientation for the action of its EU office in 

Brussels. 
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José Calixto, President of ADRAL 

According to José Calixto, President of ADRAL ( 

Alentejo Regional Development Agency) the 

Alentejo representation in Brussels comes in a 

"context of enhancing Alentejo readiness to be a 

front runner of cooperation among emerging 

regions in Europe. Alentejo is one of most 

innovative regions in Europe and unavoidable 

player on European regions future.". 
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Marcos António Nogueira 

Head of EU office  

Making Europe and Alentejo  

immense task, challenge and responsibility. 

And so It was the 

driving force for succeed in a busy 2019 now 

summarized on this report. 
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Alentejo/Europe Initiative 
 

Alentejo/Europe Initiative is promoted by ADRAL (Agência de Desenvolvimento Regional do 

Alentejo )and IrRADIARE Science for Evolution (European affair Bureau) with the support of CCDR 

Alentejo (Comissão de Coordenação e Desenvolvimento Regional do Alentejo (CCDR), open to 

participation of all stakeholders from Alentejo. The initiative was born from a strong desire to 

cooperate and act in a coordinated manner at the European level. Alentejo/Europe´s main ambition, 

therefore, is to reduce the distance between Europe and Alentejo, a distance that more and more 

often hampers cooperation opportunities. The mission of the Alentejo Representation is to coordinate 

efforts to develop synergies in representing, through the dialogue with the European institutions and 

its population. To do so, the Alentejo EU office acts as a liaison office having established bilateral 

and multilateral relationships with European institutions, other European Region representations, 

associations, networks, and other Brussels-based representations. 

 

Alentejo/Europe office 
 

Alentejo Europe Initiative Office is based in 

Brussels, in rue de Luxemburg n. 3, 1000 

 strategy to be present 

and heard in the core of the European arena. 
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List of Activities 
 

To achieve its mission, the Alentejo Europe initiative is active in several activities, below a list of all 

the activities carried out during 2019. Alentejo Europe is especially committed to promote and 

disseminate best practices from its territory and to create opportunities for discussing and 

cooperating with other European regions.  

Overall, the activities of the Alentejo Europe initiative include: 

 

 Networking: cooperation and regular dialogue with the European institutions, Brussels-

based regional representations, European associations, and other stakeholders; participation 

in working groups of European networks and associations; 

  EU funding monitoring: regular monitoring of the evolution of the European funding 

through EU thematic info days and public consultations; 

 Advocacy: actions aimed at influencing the European decision-making process to ensure 

that common interests and development priorities of the Alentejo region are taken into 

consideration by the European institutions; 

 Support and assistance: organization institutional meetings between public administrations 

and stakeholders from Alentejo region and representatives of the European institutions; 

 Events: organization and participation of events, such as conferences, seminars, and 

presentations, aimed to promote local best practices, present cultural local identities, discuss 

specific European topics and policies and disseminate research and innovation project 

results. 

 Information: collecting and disseminating among the administration and the stakeholders of 

and European initiatives and partnerships; 
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Brussels-Based Network 

Building a strong cooperation network with Brussels-based entities has been Alentejo Europe 

i  main activity during this first year. Having analysed all the Brussels based networks, their 

scope and status, a cooperative network following a thematic criterion of interests, for instance, 

sustainable tourism, agriculture, smart villages, research & innovation, design, mobility etc was 

developed.  

All these networks are oriented towards exchanging information, enhancing cooperation 

opportunities, especially when it comes to projects partnerships, and disseminating best practices. 

That is why the development of a strong Brussels-based cooperation ecosystem, was one of the 

main priorities in 2019. 

 It is also worth to mention that, in addition to the thematic Brussels-based network the bilateral 

relationships with European institutions, European Region representations have been developed. 

Alentejo Europe initiative established a membership and good cooperation activities under the 

following thematic networks: 
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This chapter lists all Brussels events, organized by the Alentejo Europe initiative  during which local 

Alentejo stakeholders have played a main role. 
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March 14th, 2019 

Welcome Alentejo 

The Alentejo European Office in Brussels was officially launched on 14th March 2029 with a 

breakfast  and networking event aimed at 

giving an  insight on Alentejo/Europe Initiative and overview of Alentejo strategic priorities as well as 

presenting cooperation opportunities with other European regions. The event launched the activities 

 and the new members of the Brussels-based circle of 

Regional Representations. The Presidents of Alentejo Development Commission and Alentejo 

Development Agency highlighted the relevance of the initiative and simultaneously promoted 

Alentejo as a destination of excellence for foreign direct investment.  
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May 10th 

Networking event for preparation of INTERREG SUDOE 

 

Alentejo Europe initiative organized an OPEN Day in preparation of INTERREG SUDOE proposals 

targeting 4th call for proposal. The event aimed at sharing ideas for concepts and finding relevant 

partnerships. Information about the programme and national agendas from Portugal, Spain and 

France were delivered during the event.  
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May 28th   

European Sustainable Energy Week 2019 

Alentejo Europe initiative has co-organized together with ERRIN a side event during European 

Sustainable Energy Week 2019. The event titled, Smart-Regions and Smart solution, was held at 

the Permanent Representation of the Republic of Slovenia, and it got a full house. In the debate on 

knowledge-building for innovative and sustainable tourism in regions, Alentejo shared its challenges 

in preserving its coast, the best-preserved coast in Europe.  
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September 27th 

Câmara Municipal de Sines 

 

The mayor of Sines visited the Alentejo EU Office. The mayor was also accompanied by a member 

of the Permanent Representation of Portugal to the European Union and the director of aicep 

Portugal Global in Brussels, Maria Manuel Branco. 
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June 25th 

Alentejo Summer Drink Meeting   

A Networking reception was organized June 25th 2019 at Alentejo EU office. This was a great 

opportunity to meet and share a glass of wine with Alentejo partners. 
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June 25th 

Alentejo Delegation visiting European Institutions  

 

The main stakeholders of Alentejo visited the EU institutions and had the opportunity to talk with 

representatives of Commission, Parliament and members of the Committee of the Regions. The visit 

of Commissioner Moedas was of specific relevance given his importance in what regards science 

and innovation policies let alone the fact that this member of the European Commission is originally 

from Alentejo. In the European Parliament, the Alentejo delegation had the opportunity to debate 

regional priorities with members of Parliament, representing the region. 
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October 8th to 11th 

European Week of Regions and Cities 2019 

 

The European Week of Regions and Cities 2019 was an intense and wonderful week, made of 
passion, expertise, and ideas for a strong, united, and sustainable Europe. This 17th edition 
welcomed more than 9.300 participants, out of whom 600 were politicians, 67 Members of the 
European Parliament. Alentejo delegation supported and participated in this week. During the entire 
week, Alentejo presented a significant number of good practices. 
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October 7th 

Alentejo Regional Tasting 

Alentejo Region hosted the participants of EU week of regions during the opening reception. 

Participants could taste amazing Alentejo gastronomy and try the unique wines of the region. More 

than 2000 people enjoyed a bit, and a bite of Alentejo food. This was a great opening for all 

participating on European Week of Regions and Cities. 
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October 8th 

Public Procurement  

During the European Commission event in Public Procurement interesting case studies were 

presented and discussed. Among them, Alentejo case was presented by Mrs. Carmen Carvalheira, 

who introduced the CircPro project, an INTERREG EUROPE project dealing with public procurement 

for circular goods.  
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October 9th 

Energy Transition in the European Regions and Cities 

 

In the framework of the European Week of Regions and Cities, during the session on Energy 

Transition session, President of Alentejo Regional Authority, CCDR Alentejo Roberto Grilo 

intervened in the panel discussion pointing out the importance of effective cooperation to achieve a 

Greener Europe.  
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October 10th 

Internal meeting nEUlakes 

 

Internal discussion between nEUlakes took place at Alentejo EU office 10th October 2019. nEUlakes 

is a well-established informal network, promoting cooperation between lakes territories, and is now 

looking for institutionalisation into an EGCT European Group of Territorial cooperation.  
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November 11th 

Emerging Regions 

 

Alentejo, as one of the best examples of emerging region in Brussels invited, last 11th October, all 

the European emerging regions to discuss about the need for Europe of having more dynamic 

regions to cooperate together for growth, integration, and sustainability. Hosted by the region of 

Alentejo, the panel event was held at Portuguese Permanent Representation to the European Union. 

New concepts for the upcoming financial framework were presented. Especially enlightening were 

the interventions of Maria da Graça Carvalho, Member of European Parliament, Thomas  Wobben, 

Director of Directorate Legislative Work COTER of the European Committee of the Regions, Isabelle 

-Move, Hélène-Diane Dage, European Commission DG GROW, 

Roberto Grilo, President of Alentejo Regional authority- CCDR and José Calixto, President of 

Alentejo Development Agency with moderation of Marcos Nogueira. Now on, European Emerging 

Regions have a forum and a voice for enhancing cooperation and pushing even further the frontiers 

of territorial innovation! 
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November 18th 

V4 Training for project managers   

 

Alentejo Eu office is actively cooperating with SLORD (Slovak Liaison office for research and 

development). During the V4 Training for project managers organized last 18th November at Slovak 

permant representation in Brussels, Alentejo EU office, shared the stage with Eurada_RDAs, for the 

training action on European projects management with perfect organisation and great audience.
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November 26th 

European Design Days 

Alentejo EU office co-organized together with ERRIN- European Regions Research and Innovation 

Network - the EU Design Days 2019. The event is an initiative of ERRIN- Design & Creativity Working 

Group. As a member of the group, the Alentejo Europe initiative has invited as keynote speaker  

Professor Luis Loures, Vice-President at the Polytechnic Institute of Portalegre, professor Loures 

presented  good practices on co-design and design thinking activities under the topic of circularity.  
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November 26th 

Interreg disseminating the Cityzen Interreg project 

 

Interreg Europe organised two workshops on urban mobility and urban ecosystem. Both workshops 

were full house with speakers from European Commission, Interreg Europe project and many more 

experts. Alentejo Europe, representing the city of Beja presented Cityzen Interreg project.  
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December 4th 

Dinner at Belgian - Portuguese Chamber of Commerce  

This special event, organized by the Belgian - Portuguese Chamber of Commerce and integrated 

on the occasion of the Plenary Session of the Committee on Regional Development in Brussels 

aimed at identifying regions to join the Chamber in a special dinner. At the dinner MEP Pedro 

Marques, effective member of the Regional Development Commission was present as Guest 

Speaker. The dinner had also the special presence of representatives both from of Azores Alentejo 

regions.  
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This chapter provides a list of the "European Events" in which the Alentejo Europe Initiative was 

present, last  2019. Besides these events, Alentejo Europe Initiative was present in several activities 

organized by the European Commission, whose aim is to involve local stakeholders.   In addition to 

that, this section also describes open consultations, brokerage events, and lobbying activities where 

Alentejo interests have been represented. Doing so, the chapter outlines Alentejo Europe's core 

activities, subdividing them into different thematic areas according to the specific thematic sections 

addressed. 
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The Vanguard Initiative 
 

The Vanguard Initiative(VI) was established in January 2014 with the political commitment of EU 

regions to engage in growth-oriented collaborations based on combined strengths linked to EU 

priorities. These regions are committed to apply Smart Specialisation principles and priorities to 

support EU ambitions in the areas of Innovation and Industrial Policy. 

identified these 18 regions working together to generate an evidence base to support the 

Commission in the development of Smart Specialisation Platforms in key growth areas. The first 

now established 3 pilot lines of activity (in attachment further details) where the VI is seeking to 

develop pan-EU projects of scale, joining efforts with regions who share similar ambitions in the 

areas noted below. Considering the relevance of the initiative, Alentejo is already an observer region.  

 

January 2019  
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The EER European Entrepreneurial Region initiative  
 

European Entrepreneurial Region: common challenges, shared efforts, joint solution diversified 

approach. The initiative, presented at the Committee of the regions CoR, identifies and rewards 

European regions and cities with outstanding future-oriented entrepreneurial strategies. The 

territories with the most credible, visible, forward-looking and promising political strategy are granted 

 (EER) for a specific year.  
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EURADA Brokerage Event for Innovation Agencies  
 

In this brokerage event, organized by EURADA, representatives from DG-GROW presented 

initiatives from the European Commission to support innovation agencies and matchmaking section 

to facilitated future partnership. European Commission programme such as COSME ( Programme 

for Competitiveness of small and medium enterprise) and Horizon H2020 INNOSUP were also 

presented.  
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RegHub kicks off meeting 
 

Alentejo is one of the 20 pilot regions in Europe that will join the Network of Regional Hubs, RegHub: 

Hubs for EU Policy Implementation program of the Committee of the Regions of the European Union. 

Alentejo is the only Portuguese region in the initiative, which aims to value the importance of regional 

networks of partners, their relevance in regional governance and their impact on the implementation 

of public policies with a European dimension. Alentejo EU office promoted the election of Alentejo, 

counting with the collaboration of a vast network of partners in the region. This confirms the relevance 

of the regional networks for the implementation of advanced public policies, which have made it 

possible to list Alentejo in the top 5% of European regions.  
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Reg-HUB internal meeting 
 

RegHub secretariat for great work and all participating regions for cooperation on the matters 

debated. Important remarks were produced by Karl-Heinz Lambertz, Committee of the Region´s 

President, about enlarging, mainstreaming and consolidating regional hubs role.  
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promoted  interregional cooperation. This forum took place in Brussels and 

was aimed at exchanging ideas and sharing inspiration with all the regions across Europe.  
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Cohesion Alliance  
 

Alentejo EU office is proudly member of Cohesion Alliance enabling important reflection about the 

need of more cohesive multi-level European governance, with Cities and Regions, and its citizens. 

The Cohesion Alliance is a coalition of those who believe that EU cohesion policy must continue to 

 The Alliance was created through cooperation between the leading 

European associations of cities and regions and the European Committee of the Regions. It 

demands that the EU budget after 2020 makes cohesion policy stronger, more effective, visible and 

available for every region in the European Union. 
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ERRIN WG on Sustainable Tourism  
 

As member of Sustainable ERRIN Tourism Working Group, Alentejo Europe initiative focused on 

exploring the links and opportunities with creative and cultural industries, cultural tourism and 

t of view.   
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Portugal National Day  
 

Classic music from Alentejo at celebration of Portugal´s national day. Great concert bringing 

composer from France, Belgium and Portugal to celebrate Portugal national day.  
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Europcom  
 

EuroPCOm, the European Public Communication Conference, is the largest annual meeting point 

for expert in the field of public communication and jointly organized by the EU institution in Brussels. 

Communication is critical for cities, regions, citizens, enterprises and society to dialog, progress and 

unite.  
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ERRIN Working Group on Design & Creativity  
 

Alentejo Europe Initiative is part of the ERRIN working group for creativity and design. At this time, 

we had the opportunity to explore more about the collaboration between locally-embedded 

Universities and Culture & Creative Industries. 
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Smart Villages  
 

Smart Villages is the current sub-

upcoming rural development policies: digitalization, automation, health, food, water, land use, forest, 

jobs, subsidiarity. European Parliament enabled the debate with  stakeholders:  Alentejo, once again, 

present and active.  
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Rural SMEs  
 

Small and medium- ting for more than 

99% of European business and two thirds of private sector jobs. Improving the competitiveness of 

SMEs is one of the 11 thematic objectives for Cohesion Policy in 2014-2020. During this event, 

experts  talked about how rural SMEs and public authorities can work together towards innovative 
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Fi-compass access to funding for European Union Young Farmers  
 

Fi- improving access to funding for European Union Young Farmers disclosed 

information on the initiatives delivered by DG AGRI supporting  the encouragement of young people 

nt.  
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European Network of rural Development  
 

ENRD serves as hub for exchange of information on how rural development policy, programmes, 

projects and other initiatives are working in practise and how they can be improved to go further, 

reflecting together -economy, seizing the 
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Smart Villages 
 

Great working session took place at Saxony representation in Brussels. Good and important 

reflection on villages of the future and European action for Smart Villages. In the picture below, 

Alentejo EU office working together with its partner fellow regions for the debate under the leadership 

of Castilla y Leon. 
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Agriculture 
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Forum for the future of Agriculture  
 

The annual conference of the Forum for the Future of Agriculture takes place every spring in 

Brussels. The purpose of the FFA is to stimulate open discussions on the future of European and 

world agriculture and assess what should and what can be achieved over time, attaching equal 

weight to two challenges: food security and environmental security. Alentejo Europe Initiative 

participated at 2019 forum for debating  new generation of agriculture policies. A critical topic for 

Europe, a vital topic to the world.  
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The future of CAP Common Agricultura Policy 
 

Organized by Brid life international, the European Environmental Bureau the open debate to 

contribute to the future of CAP (Common Agricultural Policy). Stating that nature friendly farming is 

a critical topic for the future. On 1 June 2018, the European Commission presented legislative 

proposals on the common agricultural policy (CAP) beyond 2020. These proposals are aiming at 

making  the CAP more responsive to current and future challenges such as climate change or 

generational renewal, while continuing to support European farmers for a sustainable and 

competitive agricultural sector. 

September 2019
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Conference on quality schemes for agricultural products  
 

AREPO, the association of European regions for Products of origin, dealing with EU quality schemes 

for agricultural products and foodstuff organized a conference on quality schemes for agricultural 

products. The main objective of this initiative is to promote and defend the interests of producers and 

consumers of European Regions involved in the valorisation of quality of origin. 
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HORIZON 2020 Environment & Resources Information Days   
 

Information and networking days on the Horizon 2020 Work Programme, Challenge "Climate Action, 

Environment, Resource Efficiency & Raw Materials" - 2020 calls -  took place on the 16th  and 

17th  September 2019 in Brussels. Alentejo EU office participated as  potential applicant to the 

2020 calls under the Horizon 2020 Challenge 5 "Climate Action, Environment, Resource Efficiency 

and Raw Materials". 
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European Research and Innovation days  
 

European Research and Innovation days: three days of sessions focused on co-creating the future 

of research and innovation, shifting to an integrated approach and strategic planning of Horizon 

Europe. According to Carlos Moedas, Commissioner for Research, Science and Innovation:  the 

dedication, energy and creativity of the participants in the European Research and Innovation Days 

are truly inspirational. Their contributions are invaluable for securing the success of Horizon Europe. 
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Additive Manufacturing 
 

Additive manufacturing (AM) is driving the future of the automotive industry. AM is now used to create 

a wide range of products across a growing number of industries, including: aerospace, automotive, 

medical among others. During the AM in Brussels, organized at House of the Netherlands province, 

.  
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Circular economy business models  
 

The EU liaison Officio of Slovenian Business, research & Municipalities organized a public 

consultation with representative of DG for brainstorming about new methodology for fostering  

circular economy business models. In December 2015, the EU adopted an ambitious Circular 

Economy Package, including an Action Plan, to stimulate 

sustainable economic growth and generate new jobs. To do so, the plan suggested making better 

use of EMAS and the EU Ecolabel 
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Eit Food  
 

Eit 

sustainable, healthy and trusted. Talking about the need for citizen involvement in sustainable food 

production:  shared vision for the future of food, 
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European Bio-economy 
 

Working with partner regions about a sustainable bio-economy for Europe by strengthening the 

connection between economy, society, and environment. Commission puts forward an action plan 

to develop a sustainable and circular bio-economy that serves Europe's society, environment, and 

economy. Alentejo Europe Initiative was present at the Committee of the Regions for the open 

debate and for knowing more about the future steps.  
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ENRD European Network of regional Development workshop 
and Biodiversity and CAP  
 

Public consultation: discussing and contributing about the design of the specific objective for the 

protection of biodiversity in the future CAP Common Agricultural Policy Strategic Plans. The ENRD 

workgroup on  Biodiversity and CAP are teaming up to reach biodiversity conservation goals.  
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Covenant of Mayors Investment Forum  
 

Covenant of Mayors Investment forum: the best ways to finance investment in energy efficiency were 

the main topic of discussion at the recent Energy Efficient Finance Market Place, held on 18-19 

January 2019 in Brussels. The event was organised by the Executive Agency for Small and Medium-

sized Enterprises (EASME). 
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European Climate Research Alliance  
 

We all feel the sense of urgency in climate matters. This was share at the general assembly of 

ECRA.  The European Climate Research Alliance (ECRA) is an association of 23 leading research 

rtise in climate research 

through a bottom-up approach.  
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EU LIFE Information and Networking day 
 

EU Life info day enabled disclosure of information about 

environment and climate action. The event, organized by the European Commission, was an 

information and networking day: the new 2019 call for proposal was launched.  
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European Sustainable Energy Green Week  
 

Working with the European Commission for next European Sustainable Energy Week 2020 

(EUSWE2020). Alentejo Europe Initiative is now working to make the EUSWE 2020 great again. 

The launch of the Green Deal makes the 2020 a special year for energy sustainability. 
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Innovation in the Healthcare system  
 

The European Network of Regions for Research and innovation ERRIN, and specifically the Health 

Uptake of innovation in hospital through skills development . 

Speakers and panellists have presented the key challenges of the health care sector. 
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Innovation in the healthcare sector  
 

At Flemish Parliament debating SME inclusive innovation models for emerging health care digital 

solutions, and related innovation procurement challenges. Investing in the future new perspective 

for the regions. Alentejo challenges and good practise have been discussed during the debate.  
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e-Health guidelines from the European Commission  
 

Health is a priority for the European Commission; current demographic changes are putting pressure 

on the long-term sustainability of the health-care system. Last 15th July, Alentejo Europe Initiative 

was reviewing, with the European Commission e-health, demographic change, and well-being 

upcoming calls and support for European e-Health Interoperability roadmap for deployment. 
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Digital Europe  
 

Digital Europe is an European Commission programme for 2021-2027. With a planned overall 

economy. Working for a Digital Europe together with Digital Innovation Hubs working group. Alentejo 

Europe initiative was lad to discuss about digital Innovation Hubs with a great group of experts.  
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Interreg Erudite   
 

Alentejo Europe participated -creating 

Project partners, European, national and regional experts discussed and 

presented the solutions and strategies developed within the project and together examined the key 

issue of whether this transformation will be achieved through cooperation or competition between 

rural and urban Europe. 
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EIT For a Strong Digital Europe  Conference  

EIT digital is a leading European digital innovation and entrepreneurial education organisation driving 

Euro Talking about a strong unfragmented DIGITAL EUROPE that takes 

leadership in creating digital Inclusion, Green growth, Innovation, Trust, Agile mission-based policy. 

Making that drives prosperity and creates benefits for European society. 
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Joint Programming Initiative (JPI) Urban Europe 
 

The Joint Programming Initiative (JPI) Urban Europe has presented its updated Strategic Research 

and Innovation Agenda, SRIA 2.0. The agenda will guide the activities and research priorities in the 

programme until 2026. The launching took 

 .  
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Brussels Economic Forum 
 

No doubt that, for a sustainable Europe, more growth has to be better growth. The Brussels 

Economic forum organized by the European Commission debated a new economic agenda for 

Europe. 
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Stakeholders' consultation on "Brain Drain in the EU: 
addressing the challenge at all levels  
 

Alentejo pointed out its main challenges. in the public consultation on Brain Drain, working with the 

European Committee of the Regions to sort out solutions, at regional level, to balance brain drain. 

Challenge is transforming brain drain into brain gain with better services and quality of life.  
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The role of culture in non-urban areas of the European Union  
 

Suburban change is transforming city life around the world. To better understand the dynamics for 

revitalizing suburbs and periphery, Alentejo Europe Initiative was present at the brainstorming 

meeting on best practices to promote culture in the peri-urban spaces.  
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Debating how design is a vital element for happier and more sustainable future with Lille, the World 

Capital of Design, and EUROCITES. Design is a vital element for happier and a more sustainable 

future.  

November 2019  
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Energy Efficiency 
 

Horizon 2020 Energy Efficiency Info Days was a good opportunity to meet the EASME Energy Team 

Challenge. The event focused  on the call 2019 on Energy efficiency (EE) and Energy Consumer 

(EC)  
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European Union Sustainable week 2019 
 

How the Horizon Europe can support the decarbonisation of our energy and transport? This 

challenge and many more were discussed during the ERRIN European Union 

Sustainable week 2019. 
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Atlantic Corridor  
 

Important talks, substation discussion and relevant topic at the Committee of the Region. Updates 

from the Directorate-General for Mobility & Transport of European Commission.  
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Mobility Service  
 

Exchanging views with the European commission and fellow regions about mobility challenges, 

namely mobility as a service, notably in low density areas. Best  practise examples were discussed, 

and common challenges shared. 
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Accessibility in cross border regions 
 

Accessibility is critical for a considerable number of European regions. Cross border cooperation is 

important, as so do, beyond that, inter-regional synergies to face common challenges.  
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Atlantic Corridor 
 

At the Portuguese Embassy in Brussels discussing the Atlantic Corridor. The Atlantic Corridor 

connects Europe's South Western regions towards the centre of the EU linking the Iberian 

Peninsula's from the ports of Algeciras, Sines, Lisbon, Leixões and Bilbao, Western France to Paris 

and Normandy and further to the East to Strasbourg and Mannerheim. Discussing about the 

possibility to use CEF Program for the implementation of the Atlantic Core Network Corridor.   
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Observatory 
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Observatory 
In order to better understand how to interact and operate observation of main indicators related to 

innovation for every NUT2 regions in Europe is kept. The observation models keep struck of 

dynamics evolution thought out a scientific period of time in order to allow assessing the impact on 

innovation and development of major public policy. On the next maps example of main indicators 

assessed is published.  

T European Observatory methodology. 
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Communication 
Activities 
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Communication Activities 
This section describes the channels used to convey the appropriate Alentejo Europe Initiative 

narrative. In order to engage a large and varied number of audiences Alentejo EU office create the 

Alentejo/Europe Initiative website and social media campaign both on Twitter and Facebook.  

The project website constitutes a key communication tool to increase the Alentejo Europe Initiative 

visibility and impact, especially towards wider communities and the general public. Online and 

regularly updated, the website contains all relevant information about (projects, information, news, 

event announcements). 
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In addition to the website asocial media campaign was developed mainly using Twitter and 

Facebook.  

The official hashtag used is #AlentejoinBrussels. Hashtags are a powerful tool especially on Twitter, 

as they not only contribute to the overall visibility but enable users to take part in specific 

conversations and keep track of all pictures, videos and articles that are being posted on the topic. 
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An 
outlook for 
the future 
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An outlook for the future 
Having built a strong Brussels-based network of cooperation during 2019, the new activities for 2020 

will be strongly focused on dissemination and communication activities. 

Specifically, Alentejo Europe activities for 2020 will include mostly the same activities of 2019 with 

the introduction and strong focus of the information session. The information session will provide 

effective and efficient communication with local stakeholders. This section will collect and 

disseminate among the administration and the stakeholders of the region qualified information on 

European policies, European law, EU funding programs, and European initiatives and partnerships; 

 

 Networking: cooperation and regular dialogue with the European institutions, Brussels-

based regional representations, European associations, and other stakeholders; participation 

in working groups of European networks and associations; 

  EU funding monitoring: regular monitoring of the evolution of the European funding 

through EU thematic info days and public consultations; 

 Advocacy: actions aimed to influence the European decision-making process to ensure that 

common interests and development priorities of the European region are taken into 

consideration by the European institutions; 

 Support and assistance: organization of institutional meetings between public 

administrations and stakeholders from Alentejo region and representatives of the European 

institutions; 

 Events: organization and participation in events, such as conferences, seminars, and 

presentations, aimed to promote local best practices, present cultural local identities, discuss 

specific European topics and policies and disseminate research and innovation project 

results. 

 Information collecting and disseminating among the administration and the 
stakeholders of the region qu
EU funding programs, and European initiatives and partnerships. 
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Annex 
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VANGUARD INITIATIVE - European Territorial Cooperation 
 

How to stimulate interregional innovation investment- what would the proposed Interreg component 

5 bring us? European Territorial Cooperation - (Component 5)  

 

Main issue:  

itself to face and lead wor [1] This is why collaboration across the regions is 

extremely needed.  

 

EU initiative: 

To deal with this need the European Commission has integrated into its proposal for a new EU 

Cohesion Policy a c -C5) dedicated to Interregional innovation 

investments. The initiative aims at encouraging close-to-market investment involving innovative 

products and services through the deployment of new technologies or processes, within European 

value chains in priority sectors. Therefore, this initiative will provide financial support to collaboration 

between researchers, businesses, clusters, civil society and public administrations based in 

European regions with matching smart specialization assets that, together, bring the main actors 

within a given value chain.  

 

Pilot project: 

VANGUARD INITIATIVE (www.s3vanguardinitiative.eu) 

The Vanguard Initiative currently counts 35 regions which are committed to jointly boost industrial 

modernization in Europe. The collaboration is based on smart specialization (3D printing, 

Bioeconomic, ADMA energy, Nano Technology). Regions use their smart specialization strategies, 

which are focused on innovation and modernization of industry, to build on shared strengths and 

expertise to deliver European industrial value chains that are competitive in the global marketplace. 

Clusters, knowledge institutes, companies, and regional governments cooperate to co-create and 

co-fund industry-driven projects and programs across Europe. The cooperation is shaped according 

to the Vanguard Initiative 4-steps methodology which has been developed in the past year.  
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EER)  
 

EER is an initiative of the Committee of the Region identifying and rewarding EU regions and cities 

with outstanding, future-oriented entrepreneurial strategies, regardless of their size, wealth or 

specific competences. The territories with the most credible, visible, forward-looking and promising 

 

The ERR initiative is an opportunity for local and regional actors to demonstrate the crucial role 

SMEs and entrepreneurs play in strengthening the resilience of the economy.  

 

The two main aims of the EER are: 

To contribute to implementing the Small Business Act (SBA) in partnership; 

To demonstrate optimal use of EU and other public funds oriented towards the development of an 

entrepreneurial policy within the region.  

 

How to apply? 

Submit an application consisting of the following items: 

an application form, including a fact sheet on the applicant territory, an outline of its political vision, 

a description of foreseen governance mechanism to ensure efficient implementation of the EER 

actions, as well as an action plan and communication plan; 

its political leadership (e.g. the regional assembly, the regional government). 

The application form can be downloaded from the EER web page: 

https://cor.europa.eu/it/engage/pages/european-entrepreneurial-region.aspx 

 

Assessment criteria  

The application will be evaluated according to the following criteria: 

Political vision and commitment 
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The application demonstrates a future-oriented political vision for implementing the Small Business 

Act for Europe in the territory, focusing when appropriate, on the current SBA priorities and on the 

principles related policy initiatives, such as the Entrepreneurship 2020 Action plan, the Green Action 

Plan for SMEs and the Start-up and Scale-up initiative. The application in bases on a realistic 

assessment of the territory strengths and weaknesses (SWOT analysis) and its direct competences 

with respect to the ten SBA principles. The political vision demonstrates a clear added value of the 

ERR award for the territory, including for its own policy-making. The territorial EER objectives are 

embedded in the regional development strategy. The competent political authorities demonstrate a 

strong and credible commitment to implementing the EER strategy in the territory. 

Multi-level governance, partnership, and cooperation  

The EER is prepared and implemented following a multi-level governance approach involving both 

the lower levels and, where is possible, the national level. 

A broad range of relevant actors is involved in the design and implementation of the EER strategy. 

There is a demonstrated will to exchange good practice with other regions and to develop specific 

cooperation initiatives with other EU regions. 
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Design and Creativity  
 

The 2015-18 Work Plan for Culture, cites cultural and creative sectors, creative economy and 

innovation as one of its four main priorities for cooperation in cultural policy making. The New 

European Agenda for Culture and New Work Plan for Culture 2019-2022 underline the importance 

of cultural and creative sectors for innovation, job creation, cohesion and well-being of societies.  

The EC has focussed on an ecosystem approach to supporting artists, cultural and creative 

professionals and European content. This policy agenda is complemented through a variety of 

actions and initiatives  such as the Creative Europe Programme  as well as funding from various 

Commission resources. The importance of design as an activity to bring new ideas to the market has 

been recognised in the Innovation Union, a flagship initiative of the Europe 2020 Growth Strategy. 

Which aims are: 

To increase the use of design for innovation and growth across Europe 

To raise awarness of how design-driven innovation increases efficiency in public services and drives 

business growth  

To create capacity and competencies to deliver these policies 

Relevant documents from the EU commission on Cultural Heritage  

Work-plan for culture: Collaboration between industry, art and culture. Main topic for this year: the 

role of culture to understood regional development, new partnership with the European agenda for 

European Union;  

Urban Innovative Action: Topic for 5th round is Cultural Heritage; more attention will be paid on 

regional indicators on how to measure the impact of local development.  

New call for pilot project will be launched in April  

Pilot Project: best practise on culture and design to take into consideration is DESINGSCAPE  

https://designscapes.eu/ 
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Energy Efficiency Info Day Horizon 2020 
 

AREA: Secure, Clean and Efficient Energy  

OVERVIEW OF THE CALL 2019                                                           

16 topics 
About 60 projects to be funded (success rate of the last year 25%) 
MAIN AREAS 
Building 
Innovation Action: 
EE1-Innovative1 approaches for building renovation  
EE4-Increse building smartness through legacy equipment  
EE5- Next generation of energy performance certification 
 
Coordination and Support Action:  
EE2 Integrated home renovation  
EE3 Stimulate demand for sustainable skills  
 
Industry 
Coordination & support actions  
EE6 Industrial waste heat recovery 
EE8 Capacity building to supports audits  
 
Consumer and Services 
Innovation Action  
EE13 Next generation of smart energy services 
Coordination & Support actions 
EC1 Role of consumer in changing the market 
EC2 Mitigation household energy poverty  
 
Financing Energy Efficiency 
Collaboration and support actions  
EE9 Innovative financing energy  
EE10 Mainstreaming energy efficiency 
EE11 Project Development Assistance 
 
Public Authorities and Policy support 
Coordination and support activity  
EE17 supporting public authorities 
EE4 Socio-economic research  

 

 
1 Innovation in term of design, infrastructure and technology 
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How to ensure the most effective contribution of CAP support in the implementation of Biodiversity?  

 

In 2011, the EU Commission adopted an ambitious strategy setting out 6 targets and 20 actions to 

tackle the loss of biodiversity and protect ecosystem services around Europe by 2020 (read 

the Strategy).Specifically, EU biodiversity strategy aims at:  

Protect species and habitats 

Maintain and restore ecosystems 

Achieve more sustainable agriculture and forestry 

Make fishing more sustainable and seas healthier  

Combat invasive alien species 

Stop the loss of global biodiversity 

The mid-term review 2015 of the strategy assesses whether the EU is on track to achieve this 

objective. It shows progress in many areas but highlights the need for much greater effort and 

integration is the preferable way to go. As the follow up of the mid-term review it was discovered that 

that the pillar 3 has the highest level of executives, half of the funds were spent for this pillar.  

EU Biodiversity Policy-next steps 

  

 

About the new Common Agricultural Poly-CAP. The CAO offers: 

More option for farmers: it provides more opportunities to pay farmers who are willing to do more-

more public money for more public goods; 

More flexibility: Simplifies delivery of environmental measures: no one-size-fits-all approach; 

Higher ambition: All three layers of green architecture are important to reaching a higher level of 

ambition, they work in synergy.  
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Cities & Regions  
 

Local and regional partnership for sustainable urban development.  

 
Background  

by a rapid urbanisation will create drastic challenges in term of food security, housing, infrastructure, 

health, education safety and natural resources. But cities are also powerhouse of economic growth, 

2030 Agenda s  

 
Topic of Discussion  

Necessary architecture is multilevel governance (local, regional, national and between different 

group etc.) including fostering civic engagement and 

ensuring inclusive participation in integrated planning and public finance management; 

The social dimension of urban development through inclusive and safe cities, in order to better 

address challenges such as poverty, inequalities, food insecurity, malnutrition, migration, as well as 

cooperation in contexts of state fragility; 

Green and resilient cities through the sustainable use of natural resources and protection and 

enhancement of natural capital and the transition towards a low-carbon, climate resilient and circular 

economy; 

Prosperous and innovative cities with a focus on sustainable growth and job creation, fostering a 

responsible business environment where business can thrive and encourage private investment in 

sustainable development.  

 

Civil society and local authorities programme  

-2020 has been 
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the EU M  

Specific objective: strengthen urban governnace 
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Connecting Europe Facility for transport 
 

The Connecting European Facility is a key EU funning instrument to promote growth, jobs and 

competitiveness through targeted infrastructure investment at European level. The Connecting 

Europe Facility (CEF) for Transport is the funding instrument to realise European transport 

infrastructure policy. This fund aims at supporting investment in building new transport infrastructure 

in Europe or rehabilitating and upgrading the existing one. 

CEF Transport call  

The CEF transport call for proposal was published on 5 DC ember 2018 and was opened for 

common interest in the transport sectors.  The call cover 2 priorities: 

Project on the Comprehensive Network  

Removing bottlenecks and bridging missing links, enhancing rail interoperability, and improving 

cross-border sections. 

Reduction of rail freight noise  

Ensuring sustainable and efficient transport systems in the long run, with a view to preparing for 

expected future transport flows, as well as enabling all nodes of transport to be decarbonised through 

transition to innovative low-carbon and energy efficient transport technologies, while optimising 

safety. 

 

What project are eligible for 
funding? 

A proposal submitted under this 

call must address works or studies 

or a combination of both, 

depending on the priority 

specification in the Work 

Programme.  

 

Who can apply?  
Two types of applicants can 

submit their proposal:  

 

Member State(s) concerned, 

international organisations, joint 

undertakings, or public or private 

undertakings or bodies 

established in an EU Member 

State 

How to apply? 
Read the call documentation on 

the call page 

 

State(s) concerned  

TENtec eSubmission module  

via the TENtec eSubmission 

module before Dedline 
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Project on comprehensive network   

This call co-financed projects addressing missing-links and cross-border connections on the trans-

European transport network. Member States with no railway network established in their territory, 

with an isolated network without long-distance rail freight transport, actions concerning the removal 

of bottlenecks on the road network may also be supported.  

 

What type of project is financing the call? 

Works concerning cross-border infrastructure projects for railways, inland waterways and roads, as 

well as works concerning connections to and the development to maritime ports;  

Technical, legal or financial studies as well as the preparation of tender documentation and 

permission procedures (including Environmental Impact Assessment) for the construction or 

upgrade of such infrastructure.  

What type of financial assistance is provided? 

The amount of the Union financial assistance in the form of grants based on the reimbursement of 

eligible costs incurred shall not exceed the following rates: 

grants for studies, 50% of the eligible costs;  

grants for works: for railway networks: 40% of the eligible costs for actions concerning cross-border 

sections; 

grants for road networks in the case of Member States with no railway network established in their 

territory or in the case of a Member State, or part thereof, with an isolated network without long-

distance rail freight transport: 30% of the eligible costs for actions addressing bottlenecks and 40 % 

of the eligible costs for actions concerning cross border sections. 

What are the general conditions for applying?  

Studies: technical, legal or financial, preparation of tender documentation and permission 

procedures including EIA assessment (no studies which do not directly lead to implementation); 

Works (or mixed proposal works/ studies): accompanied by a Cost-Benefit Analysis; 

Railway and road cross-border proposal must include a written agreement between the MS 

concerned.  
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Only proposal concerning cross-border rail sections of the TEN_T Comprehensive network are 

eligible for funding;  

Take account of provision of: 1. Directive 2008/57/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council 

of 17 June 2008 on the interoperability of the rail system; 2. Directive 2016/797 of the European 

Parliament and of the Council of 11 May 2016which will replace Directive 2008/57=EC as of 16 June 

2020. 

Railways: Eligible infrastructure components and requirements. 

High-speed and conventional railway lines, including sidings, tunnels and bridges. (High speed lines: 

new lines quipped for speeds in order of >250 km/h and upgraded conventional line = 200/h).  
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TOURISM: Digitalisation to unlock the potential of cultural assets 
 

The European Commission acknowledged the importance to explore the relationship between 

cultural heritage and cultural tourism. During the year, discussion around the concept of the 

sustainability of cultural heritage along with the economic benefits of tourism are taking place. The 

combination of these two can be a powerful economic driver; but only if managed on a way that 

benefits communities. It necessary to recognize the big role that technology have for the 

effectiveness management of cultural heritage. New technologies, namely, bring cultural heritage 

sites back to life. 

 

POLICY OVERVIEW: Digital Policy for cultural heritage 

The European Commission fuels the policy debate and brings stakeholders together to improve the 

framework condition for digitisation and digital preservation through Commi

of 27 October 2011 on the digitisation and online accessibility of cultural material and digital 

preservation.  

 

DCHE The Commission Expert Group on Digital Cultural Heritage and European (DCHE) 

European Union flagship on online access of cultural heritage 

Research and innovation funding 2014-

 

 

CALLS FOR PROPOSAL 

The following call will be pushed on November 2019. 

DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-12-2018-2020: Curation of digital assets and advanced digitisation 

 

DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-20-2020: European Competence Centre for the preservation and 

conservation of Monuments and  
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 DT-TRANSFORMATIONS-21-2020: Mentoring scheme for schools: mainstreaming innovation by 

spreading the advanced ICT-  

Upcoming call: 
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Young Farmers access to finance and addressing price volatility 
in the agricultural sector 
 

Mr. Michael Reinup  DG Agriculture and Rural Development EC disclosed: DG AGRI has 
supported the encouragement of young people to take up agricultural activity and become a driving 
force behind the s  

Challenges:  

 Insufficient start-up capital  
 Difficult access to land 
 Limited market reward  

Support for YF: varies between countries. In Portugal several of financial projects were not approved 
due to the lack of financial expertise.   

EAFRD support for young farmers 5.4 billion euros expected to support 178.00 young farmers 
supporting:  

 Business start-up 
 Investment in physical asset 
 Knowledge transfer and information actions; advisory (Business plan) 

Co-operation is key for small entities 

The e aims to bring together all forms of EAFRD support 
the financial firepower and expertise of the EIB Group.  

 

Main objective of the initiative:  

Attract young farmers and facilitate business development in rural areas  

 

Support provided:  

EIB programme loan with focus on young farmers; 

EAFRD Financial Instrument and grants for young farmers; 

Technical assistance linked to Fls for young farmers;  

EIB fi-compass advisory services  
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Types of supports:  

Financial instruments such as guarantees, and loans can also be combined with other form of 
support. The support of the entire support package can potentially be covered under measure 6.1, 
provided that the overall value of the benefit in term of the benefits in term of GGE does not exceed 
EU 70 000. A support package to complement a financial instrument dedicated to young farmers:  

Starting point will be the SWOT analysis: access to land, land mobility and land restructuring; access 
to finance and restructuring; access to knowledge and advice. 

Preferential conditions or priority via selection criteria may be set for young farmers and entrants 
higher risk profiles. Investment and Risk management: working capital to overcome crises and more 
flexible toolkit to better target the needs.  

EIB advisory support for the sectors 

Provide solid knowledge with financial instrument. Disseminating best practices, dynamic platform. 
Technical assistance would help the young farmer to improve its business skills and to obtain the 
necessary technical advice on the implementation of the business plan or otherwise preparing their 
project for financing from the financial instrument intermediary. Use of fi-compass EAFRS analytical 
materials: Studies and survey results. 
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LIFE Info-Day  
 

DG Climate Action present and future 

reduction in GHG emission coupled with a 27% with a 27% improvement energy efficiency and 27% 

goal for renewable energy. 

The EU has legislated for: 

 43% reduction in ETS sectors and 30% reduction in non-ETS sectors 

 Extension of land use accounting  

 37.5% reduction in car emission by 2030 

 30% reduction in truck emission by 2030  

 32% renewables and 32.5% energy efficiency  

 

Looking to the future: political context  

Parties to the Paris Agreement to present long-term low greenhouse gas emission development 

strategies by 2020. In October 2017 the European Parliament invites the Commission to prepare by 

COP24 a mid-

present by the first quarter of 2019 a proposal strategy for long-term EU greenhouse gas emission 

overnance of the Energy Union calls on the Commission to present an 

EU long-term strategy by April 2019. 

2050 strategy is built in seven building blocks essential to reach greenhouse gas neutrality: 

 Clean safe and connected mobility 

 Energy efficiency Deployment of renewables  

 Tackle remaining emission with carbon capture and storage 

 Competitive industry and circular economy  

 Infrastructure and interconnections  

 Bio-economy and natural carbon sinks  

 

Life traditional projects 
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Three climate action priority areas with specific objectives in the LIFE Regulation: CCM (Article 14), 

CCA (Article 15) and GIC (Article 16). Policy areas linked to the priority areas listed in Section 4 of 

MAWP (5 bonus point)- Detailed work areas for some policy areas are set out in section 2 of the call 

for proposal (5 bonus points). 
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2019 Call Novelties 
 

Policy & work areas for Climate Change Mitigation 

Policy Area Work areas 

5. F-Gases and ODS, implementation of the 

Montreal Protocol and its Kigali amendment and the 

EU Regulation on F-gases 

Reclamation and recycling NEW 

2. Resilience of infrastructure, blue-green 

infrastructure, ecosystem-based approaches 

Urban and rural drainage system improvements; 

NEW 

Preventing saltwater intrusion and freshwater loss in 

coastal areas NEW 

Improving rainwater management and resilience to 

drought NEW 

4. Agriculture, forestry and tourism (including island 

and mountain areas) 

Adaptation of agriculture to the effects of climate 

change NEW 

Prevention and containment of invasive species 

linked to climate change NEW 

5. Outermost Regions: preparedness for extreme 

weather events 

Improving resilience of ecosystems to climate 

impacts, notably precipitation variability and drought 

NEW 

 

6. Best practices and awareness raising activities 

addressing adaptation needs 

Enhancing the adaptation knowledge base for land 

use and planning, particularly in remote or isolated 

regions. NEW 

 Application of climate change risk assessments at 

NEW 

 

Life 2019 Calls EASME= agency executor.  

What is life financing? 

Mainly:  

Tradition projects, Intergraded projects 

But also :  

Capacity Building Projects, NGOs grants , Financial instrument, Preparatory projects. 
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Life Priority Areas : 

Environment sub-programme  
 

Climate sub-programme  
 

Environment & Resource Efficiency (ENV) 

Nature and Biodiversity  (NAT) 

Environment Governnace & Information (GIE)  

 

Climate Change Mitigation ( CCM) 

Climate Change Adaptation (CCA) 

Climate Change Governance and Information 

(GIC) 

 

 

Novelties from the life MAWP 2018-2020 

Increased budget earmarking for the priority area of Nature and Biodiversity (from 55 to 60.5%) 

New funding rate for traditional project 55% in general (except for Nature/ Bio priority area and 

Integrated Projects)  

National allocations: do not apply in MAWP 2018-2020. 

Takes up recent development in EU policy e.g Circular Economy action plan and Action Plan for 

nature, people and economy 

For ENV Sub-programme  

Reduced number of topics (87 to 42) and stronger focus to EU policy priorities 

Reorientation of Governnace and Information project topics to focus on more specific governance 

and awareness raising related issues 

Impact indicators  

For both Sub-Programme  

Further enhancement of the results-orientation by the requirement to produce measurable effects 

under all priority areas 

Encouragement to further engage private entities by highlight the advantages of the Close-to- Market 

approaches 
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LIFE 2019 BUDGET AND INDICATIVE TIMETABLE  
 

AREA                         CLOSING C.N                           CLOSING Full P.                                                    BUDGET  

CLIMATE                              n.a.                                      12-Sep-20

58 Mill. 

ENV-RE                              17-Jun                                    19 Feb-2020                                          

78 Mill. 

NAT                                   19-Jun                                     19 Feb-

128 Mill. 

GIE                                    19-Jun                                     19 Feb-

9 Mill. 

IPE                                    5-Sep-19                                 12 March-2020                                      

95 Mill 

IPC                                  5-Sep-19                                  12 March-

26 Mill. 
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Simplified Life 
 

Progress Report (disappear) Reduced reporting; Reduced monitoring; Reduced auditing ; No VAT 

certificated required; 2-strategies approach.   

The 2-stage application 

Simplification of the application process and evaluation of LIFE tradition projects;  

Concept Note 

Full proposal  

Only for Environment sub-programme for climate action only one phase procedure .  

 

What should the concept note include? 

10 pages + the budget. Information about the coordinating Beneficiary, description of the 

jectives, partners, actions, expected result and impacts 

, expected results and impacts the of project, the sustainability of projects results, risks and 

constraints. The Eu added value of the project ( as the contribution to Life priorities and Objectives). 

The pilot or demonstration character of the project. An indicative budget. NOT INCLUDED (signed 

commitments, maps, pictures, attachments).  

Evolution Criteria 

Overall quality of the proposal: clarity of the proposals its feasibility and the indicative value for money  

expected impact and sustainability  max.30 passing score min 10.  

INDICATIVE TIME TABLE : Application environment sub-programme 

Timeline Phases 
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17-19 June 2019 Submission of the concept note  

June-September 2019 Evaluation of the concept note 

October 2019  Invitation for full proposal 

February 2019 Submission of full e-proposal  

June 2020 Signature of grants 
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H2020 Energy Info Days 
 

Welcome and Introduction 

Claudia Canevari- Head of Unity DG- Energy is proud of the achievement of the Energy Union. 

Dialog has already started to the EU member  to finalize the National Energy and Climate Plans by 

the end of this year.  

Clean energy for European packages  energy efficiency guiding principle to be at the base of 

Energy policy  

Helen Chraye- Head of Unit- DG Clean Energy transition DG research and Innovation, outlined the 

need to develop the right technology for the future energy system. This energy flexible should be 

Citizens are the centre of the energy transition. EU should be a leader also in energy technology 

sector. The sustainability of EU battery manufacturing should be supported. Stationary storage for 

batteries is an important industry.  

Vincent Berrutto  INEA- explains that i

energy efficiency.  

Main 4 areas of H2020:  

 Renewables; 

 Decarbonizing Energy system; 

 Smart Cities;  

 Smart Energy Systems; 

 

Policy background 

The energy transition is something real and something that works. Cost reduction of PV and others 

energy technologies are a clear  demonstration that energy transition is already starting and working. 

ZERO society is feasible. New tools such as PV panels  and new batteries are good achievement 

for the energy transitions. We have seen that energy systems create benefit for all society creating 

new Jobs and reducing the environmental impact.  

Linking up different system ( Heating and transport). The real objective H2020 energy WP is to meet 

Paris agreement target. 
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Zero emission in 2050 ?Is that Feasible? ZERO society is feasible. Is not only a matter of innovation 

but is an issues of system innovation. 

 

 

 

 

EU FUNDING AND TENDERS PORTAL  

Submission via the EU funding & Tender Portal(electronic submission only). 

Registered user: Submit proposals, sign grant, agreements, manage lifecycle etc.  

Admissibility and eligibility check. Only admissible and eligible proposal will be evaluated.  

For some topics the are specific condition for instance for smart cities and smart health.  

EU database of over 150,00 evaluators - High-level expertise  Independence- impartially- Balanced 

composition - Regular rotation & new experts. 

Description of the calls 

Call: Consumers and services 

Deadline 10/9/2020 

  

Coordination and support Action  

(EC-1-2020)  
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-2-

-generation of smart energy 

services (B4E-14-2020) 

 

Call: Financing energy efficiency 

Deadline 15/1/2020 

 Deadline 10/9/2020 

Coordination and support Action  -12-2020)  

(Deadline 15/1/2020)  

-11-2020)  

-12-2020) 

 stance (B4E-13-

2020) 

Deadline 10/9/2020 

Call: Public Authorities & Policy support 

Deadline 15/1/2020 

 Deadline 10/9/2020 

Coordination and support Action  

energy transition (EC-5-2020)  

(Deadline 10/9/2020)  

Research&  Innovation Action  -economic research: non-energy 

impacts and behavioural insights (EC-4-2020) 

(Deadline 15/1/2020) 

Call: Building (1) 

Deadline 15/1/2020 

Innovation Actions 

energy transition (EC-5-2020)  

(Deadline 10/9/2020)  

Coordination & Support Actions 

decarbonised buildings (B4E-1-2020) 

-7-

2020)  

innovation community (B4E-9-2020) 
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Call: Building (2) 

Deadline 10/9/2020 

Innovation Actions 

equipment (B4E-3-2020) 

Coordination & Support Actions 

skills in the building sector (B4E-2-2020)  

-generation of Energy Performance 

Assessment and Certification (B4E-4-2020) 

 

 

Smart buildings are going to play a main role in the future of energy efficiency in Europe.  

How to prepare a good proposal  

Funding and Tender portal to find all the information and the template to complete.  

Questions option section  On the website  

What is the structure of a proposal? The forms are different each other pick the write one. Technical 

annex: describe all the idea ( page limit 60-70 pages) any exceeded pages will not take into 

consideration.  

How many partners do you need?  At list 3 partners for different country.  

 

Excellence, Impact, and implementation are the criteria of the evaluation. Passing score is 12.  

 

Write your proposal; fine-tune your objectives and your target group; take your time to decide the 

best methodology to be applied  can it deliver? Think impact 
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Define your main working steps 

Follow the guide in the application forms and proposal template 

Keep strictly within the number of pages 

Be aware of the differences between: Communication- Dissemination- Exploitation 

Communication: promoting the action itself and its result 

Dissemination: public disclosure of the results 

Exploitation: utilisation of results in research in creating or offering a product or service, in 

standardisation activities. 
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Uptake of Innovation in Hospitals through skills development 
 

How to use co-creation to develop new welfare services ? 

Best practise coming from the Co-creating Welfare Project to serve local welfare services like elderly 

homes, hospitals and schools, that want to work closer dialogue with citizens to co-create future 

welfare services. The project has developed training course materials as well as co-creation concept 

with guidelines good practice, examples and recommendations, which can help local welfare 

services to run co-creating processes with citizens and develop welfare services that correspond 

 

Co-  

Conference to show the results of the projects, as well as debating and raising awareness on how 

local welfare services can apply co-creation process and become more sustainable will be on 9th 

July in Brussels.  

www.ccw-project.eu 

A Policy Perspective on Innovation in hospitals and skills development  

Digitalization is playing a main role in the policy agenda. It is the key to support frontline healthcare 

professionals and increase direct patient care.  

The European Federation of Nurses Federation EFN from a research perspective is involved in 2 

projects on EU Electronic Records (HER)  providing end-user input in addressing key societal 

challenges such as people-

conditions within integrated and continuity of care by embracing innovative technologies.  

Q&A sessions  

Using innovation in a proper way  Solutions are not use  due to the lack professional skills   

innovation should be user-friendly   industry should able to match hospitals needs  engagement 

of citizens and patient.  

EIP AHA  always been focus on technology and not in skills development.  

How to ensure the effectiveness of a new technology?  

It is necessary to engage the end user from the very beginning; 

Start from the need are. Co-creation bottom up approach to develop the new solutions; 
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Whenever we start to develop a new technology, we need to involve the ecosystem who is going to 

use the technology. But we need also the data to assess the key indicator to assess the successful 

outcome. Evidence based to look at the impact of the new solution; 

Ecosystems ( should be open includes also food industry).  
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The smart City Guidance Package: the way forward 
 

Haitze Siemers, Head of Unit, DG Energy ( speech)  DG energy together with DG Connect are 

main departments supporting smart city and communities.  

SCC are fundamental for the energy transition, they will be shaping our future and  would change 

the industrial landscape.  

Horizon Europe  it is going to be v

forget the EU approach of smart cities development when developing a smart city project  

Work together on the development of a city towards smart city! The big Smart city goal is the mindset 

changes from the stakeholder of the city and a good governance system that support the project.  

Smart Cities and Community in Europe Perspective: 

 A long-  

 A holistic approach and new governance models (including citizens active participations 

 A culture of results with permanent improvement approach 

 A strong consideration of Climate Change, both mitigation and adaptation  

 A culture of communication and reporting to keep collective engagement 

 A comment framework for communities, suppliers and other smart cities stakeholders   

 

The Smart City Guidance Package (SCGP) offers inspiration and guides urban stakeholders by 

bundling experiences and best practices of cities working on ambitious smart city strategies and 

projects.  

It provides insight into obstacles frequently met during implementation and explores what it takes to 

scaleup and replicate. Its final aim is to support building a community around development, 

implementation and replication of smart city plans and projects. In this way, it helps to prepare the 

next generation of  smart city projects and to involve new cities and urban stakeholders within and 

outside the EIP-SCC. 

The SCGP attempts to systematize this knowledge base, draws generic conclusions on dos and 

urban stakeholders who have the ambition to start developing and implementing their own smart city 

projects in the nearby future, and want to orient themselves on what to expect and prepare 

beforehand. 
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From Policy to Practise knowledge building for Innovative 
and Sustainable tourism in Regions  
 

EU tourism policy priorities : main EU objective is to enhance the competitiveness of EU tourism 

sector and complement actions of EU Member States. To do so Eu strategies is focus on the 

following points:  

 Framework condition improve regulatory and business environment for EU tourism business 

and stimulate investment in tourism 

 Smart tourism innovation digital including the platform economy  

 Develop new competences for tourism  

 Promote European tourist in other countries 

EU Initiatives to boost tourism: 

 Eu destination of excellence EDEN  

OB  enhancing visibility of the emerging, non-traditional European tourism destinations of 

excellence 

EU  Initiative European Capital of Smart Tourism  Helsinki and Lyon  new capital  in October  

Through this initiative create platform to exchange best practise for smart innovative tourism . In 

June will be publish a book of best practise already implemented by cities.  

European Tourism Indicator System (ETIS)  a tool to support destinations in monitoring and in 

measuring their sustainable tourism performances.  Destination led and voluntary.  

Example of indicator: Indicators reducing transport impact 

Initiative promote by DG Environment: 

EMAS is the official European environmental management instruments that helps organizations 

and recycle practise.  

EU Ecolabels-282 license in Tourism accommodation services  

FRAMEWORK OF EU AND CIRCULAR ECONOMY :  
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2015  EU action plan for the circular Economy 

March 2019- Report the commission on its implementation  how we can turn waste on resources, 

rules single use of plastic items  

The transition towards a circular  economy is supported through several funds:  

European Structural and Investment funds 
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NEW CALL: 2019 COSME work Programme  
 

5 M EURO  

Boosting capacity of tourism, SMEs through transitional cooperation and knowledge transfer  

The new call will be published before summer late July. Support transnational cooperation to foster 

innovative solutions.  

Next events:  

Eu tourism Forum 9-20 October 2019  Helsinki 

European Tourism, Day Brussels 1st April 2020  

Policy to develop long-

community ownership.  

Tourism consumers  Adopt responsible behaviour as traveller  Be conscious of the impact 

What is EIC accelerator ?  

The EIC Accelerator (SME Instrument). Part of the European Innovation Council (EIC) pilot that 

supports top-class innovators, entrepreneurs, small companies and scientists with funding 

opportunities and acceleration services. EICT supports high-risks, high-potential small and medium-

sized enterprises 

What is EIC Pathfinder ?  

The Commission supports bold innovators at the forefront of future and emerging technologies 

through EIC Pathfinder thematic calls. As part of the Enhanced EIC Pilot, the Commissions has 

launched a new set of EIC Pathfinder thematic calls2 for cutting-edge, high-risk and high-reward 

research and innovation projects within the scope of one of the following sub-topics: 

Human-Centric Artificial Intelligence 

Implantable autonomous devices and materials 

Breakthrough zero-emissions energy generation for full decarbonisation 

 
2 Calls are still open  
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Future technologies for social experience 

Measuring the unmeasurable  Sub-nanoscale science for Nanometrology 

Digital twins for the life-sciences 

Environmental Intelligence 
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REPORT: Assessing the Investment Potential of SMEs Emerging 
from WU R&I Programmes  
 

commissioned Action 10 with a view to assess the investment potential of SMEs emerging from EU 

R&I collaborative programmes.  

Methodology: 31 experts were chosen to undertake investment readiness assessment of SMEs, 

based on their expertise and knowledge of venture capital and private markets.  

product, market and financial strategy.  

Key recommendations to the EC emerging from this evaluation are presented below: 

Continue to provide substantial grant funding to innovative SME.  

Implement SME support actions in parallel with R&I framework programmes that prepare SMEs to 

become commercialisation ready, attract investment and the connection with growth such as 

COSME 

EC should identify different typology of SMEs and for those that are repeatedly participating in EU 

grants, it is recommended to identify measures to efficiently develop them to be able to grow and 

access private investment. 

Identify and provide enhanced support, and continued funding to Csa 1a SMEs. 

Provide structured support mechanism to help SMEs to access and utilise physical infrastructures 

for product and process innovation, development, testing integration and scale-up.  

Endeavour to further support regulators in understating the potential innovation emerging in different 

sectors to prepare them well in advance to support innovators. 

Consider creating special grant instruments to support SME to address their needs around quicker 

access to international markets, supply and value chain partners.  
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Public Policy Design: from cities to Europe, and back! 
 

ever-faster using 

conceived by the inventiveness of its inhabitants, local politicians, students, and entrepreneurs to 

transform the territory through design. 

 

About Designer: Designer are experts studying both the use and the users and how they interact in 

the making of new products or their renewal. They already fully occupy this space in industrial areas.  

Bruno Cassette, Director General of Lille Metropolitan We are changing the 

perspective. We are facing movement from describing problem to solving problem  

Design could be a way to share how we are living (how manage big data- how to involve citizens- 

how develop a new governance). A way to design public policy.  

 

Open the panel discussion:  

Alessandro Rancati 

Policy Lab at European level: idea to innovate how policy are done. Lab was 4 and half year. Key 

competences: future-oriented thinking. Design the future. Collaborating with RG REGIO- Stephan.  

Michal Thomson: BEDA: European association of Design. Strategy of design policies.  

 

Case Brussels:  

Bravvo Mobile and Transform:  is tool for dialogue participation and non-exclusion. product of a 

participative collaboration it is the product of participative collaboration between MAD Lab (Brussels-

based incubator for ecological and social innovation based on design), and bravvo (Department of 

prevention of the municipality of Brussels). This project is an example of an innovative tool and 

method for citizen empowerment and policy change and is one of the practices that will be explored 

within the Transform Project to assess possibilities to integrate new responsible research and 

innovation approaches within public administration.  
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Designer vs social worker. Citizen empowerment . Hotspot where there is different population ( 

gender, ages, cultures). It is trying to minimize exclusion. Through, Design thinking : put together-

brainstorming-participation and evaluation. Effectiveness is measured through the methodology of  

Trial and error.  

Case Valencia: Living- ine for economic 

development and create sustainable, inclusive and dynamic public spaces including a Living Lab: 

an experimental ecosystem in which systematic practices of participatory design for inclusive and 

innovative public spaces. A manifesto has been used as a guidebook for improving public space 

strategy and assessing its robustness. 

 

Case Helsinki: participatory tool through a game. Gamified approach.  

Design vision in 2019: Design now is established as a creative and strategic driver for growth that is 

realized through a common understanding, joint efforts and a strong narrative across professional 

disciplines. Design to make people together and then take decision. Involvement of policy maker,  
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